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Abstract Preventive measures sometimes fail to defect malidous attacks. With cyber 
attacks on data-intensive applications becoming an ever more serious threat, in
trusion tolerant database systems are a significant concem. The main objective of 
intrusion tolerant database systems is to detect attacks, and to assess and repair the 
damage caused by the attacks in a timely manner such that the database will not 
be damaged to such a degree that is unacceptable or useless. This paper focuses 
on effident damage assessment and repair in resilient distributed database sys
tems. The complexity of distributed database systems caused by data partition, 
distributed transaction processing, and failures makes damage assessment and 
repair much more challenging than in centralized database systems. This paper 
identifies the key challenges and presents an effident algorithm for distributed 
damage assessment and repair. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, people have seen more and more successful attacks on data-inten

sive applications, especially web-based e-business and e-government applica
tions. Expanding cyber attacks pressure database management systems to not 
only prevent unauthorized access, but also tolerate intrusions. However, tra
ditional database security techniques such as authorization [8, 9], inference 
control [1], multilevel secure databases [19], and multilevel secure transac
tion processing [4], are very limited to handle successful attacks, or intrusions. 
This indicates that intrusion tolerant database systems that can detect intrusions, 
isolate attacks, contain, assess, and repair the damage caused by intrusions can 
become a significant concern. 

The focus of this paper is on a critical aspect of intrusion tolerant database 
systems, namely, damage assessment and repair. The primary goal of the attacks 
on a database, in most cases, is to damage the data stored in the database (in an 
undetectable way) and use the damaged data to mislead people to make wrong 
decisions. Compared with the attack of completely shutting down a database 
system, damaging a set of data items (or objects) can be much more dangerous, 
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not only because they are more difficult to detect, but also because the damage 
can spread seriously in a database through benign operations. In particular, any 
benign transaction that reads a corrupted data item can help spread the damage 
accidentally. The main objective of an intrusion tolerant database system is to 
guarantee that damage spreading is (dynamically) controlled in such a way that 
the database will not be damaged to a degree that is unacceptable or useless. 
Being a key technique to control damage spreading, damage assessment and 
repair is a significant concern. 

One key technique for building intrusion tolerant database systems is in
trusion detection, which has attracted many researchers [14, 17]. Effective 
damage assessment and repair cannot be achieved without effective intrusion 
detection because intrusion detection can tell which users or operations can 
cause damage, however, intrusion detection makes the system attack-aware 
but not attack-resilient, that is, intrusion detection itself cannot maintain the 
integrity and availability of the database in face of attacks. 

This paper focuses on the techniques to assess and repair the damage caused 
in a distributed database. Distributed databases are widely used in a variety of 
real world data intensive applications, and we need efficient damage assessment 
and repair algorithms to make them resilient to attacks. Several algorithms are 
developed to assess and repair the damage caused in a centralized database 
[3, 18, 11], however, the complexity of distributed database systems caused by 
data partition, distributed transaction processing, and failures suggests that they 
cannot be used in distributed database systems and new distributed damage as
sessment and repair algorithms are needed. First, since data are partitioned and 
stored on multiple sites, damage assessment and repair must be performed at 
multiple sites. Second, since one distributed transaction may access data stored 
at multiple sites, damage assessment, which is now based on the affecting re
lationships among distributed transactions, needs to coordinate and synthesize 
the affecting relationships among the subtransactions at each site. Third, dis
tributed damage assessment and repair need to tolerate not only site failures but 
also communication failures. 

Finally, it should be noticed that although our approach focuses on surviv
ing attacks by malicious transactions, database intrusion tolerance can also be 
enforced at some lower levels such as OS level. However, although transac
tion level methods cannot handle OS level attacks, it is shown that in many 
applications where attacks are enforced mainly through malicious transactions 
transaction level methods can tolerate intrusions in a much more effective and 
efficient way. Moreover, it is shown that OS level intrusion tolerance techniques 
such as those proposed in [14, 13, 15,5], can be directly integrated into a trans
action level intrusion tolerance framework to complement it with the ability to 
tolerate OS level attacks. 
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1.1 Prior Work 
Database recovery mechanisms are not designed to deal with malicious at
tacks. Undo and redo operations can only be performed on uncommitted or 
active transactions, and the durability property ensures that traditional recovery 
mechanisms never undo committed transactions [6]. However, the fact that a 
transaction commits does not guarantee that its effects are desirable. Specifi
cally, a committed trans action may reflect malicious activity. 

Although our assessment and repair model is related to the notion of cas
cading abort [6], cascading aborts only capture the read-from relation between 
active transactions, and in standard recovery approaches cascading aborts are 
avoided by requiring transactions to read only committed data [10]. 

1.2 Our Approach and Contribution 
In this paper, we extend centralized damage assessment and repair techniques to 
distributed systems, in particular, we present an efficient on-the-fty transaction
oriented algorithm to assess and repair the damage caused in a distributed 
database. The algorithm has the following properties: (1) It is completely 
distributed, thus it has no single point of failures and it can tolerate malicious 
attacks on end systems and communication links. (2) It is on-the-fly. New 
transactions are continuously executed during the damage assessment and re
pair process. (3) It is efficient. Damage assessment and repair are performed, 
in parallel, at each participating site. (4) It works seamlessly with a commercial 
DDBMS, thus it can be directly applied to build resilient distributed database 
applications. (5) It provides transparent damage assessment and repair. 

The rest of the paper is organized as folIows. In Section 2, we present the 
model for distributed damage assessment and repair. We present the damage 
assessment and repair algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we address some 
performance issues of the algorithm. We conclude the paper in Section 5. 

2. THEMODEL 

2.1. Distributed Database Model 
A distributed database is a set of data items (or objects) stored across a set of 

sites connected by a network. Each data item is stored at one and only site. A 
distributed trans action is a partial order of read and write operations on these 
data items that either commits or aborts. Two operations conjlict if one is write. 
Two transactions conflict if they have confticting operations. The execution 
of a set of distributed transactions is modeled by a (distributed) history. The 
model of a distributed trans action execution is such that there is one process, 
called the coordinator, that is connected to the user application and a set of 
other processes, called the subordinates. Transactions are assumed to have 
globally unique identifiers. The processes are assumed to have globally unique 
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identifiers, which also indicate the sites (or locations) of the corresponding 
processes. For simplicity, we assume that each site participating in a distributed 
transaction has only one process of that transaction. 

We assume the distributed database system supports transaction serializabil
ity and uses the two-phase locking (2PL) protocol. We assume the two-phase 
commit (2PC) protocol is used to guarantee the atomicity of distributed trans
actions, despite intermittent site or communication link failures. We assume 
the standard 2PC protocol is used here [6]. To save space, the details about 
how 2PC handles the log are not reviewed. It should be noticed that although 
our damage assessment and repair algorithm is specified based on the way log 
records are maintained, our algorithm can be easily extended to support other 
2PC protocols such as presumed abort (PA) and presumed commit (PC) [16]. 

2.2. Damage Assessment and Repair Model 

Our idea of damage assessment and repair is that only the malicious transac
tions and the innocent transactions affected by a malicious transaction, directly 
or indirectly, can cause damage and should be repaired. In order to make this 
idea more tangible, we first formally define the affecting relationship among 
transactions. Since damage can only be caused by committed transactions, 
our definitions care about only committed transactions. We denote the set of 
committed malicious transactions in a history by B = {BI, B2, ... , Bm }. We 
denote the set of committed innocent transactions by G = {GI, G2, ... , Gn }. 

Definition 1 At a site, a committed subtransaction Tjk is dependent upon com
mitted subtransaction Ti, if there exists a data item x stored at the site such that 
Tjk reads x after Ti, has updated x, and no other committed subtransactions 
update x between the time Ti, updates x and Tjk reads x. 

Definition 2 A committed distributed transaction Tj is dependent upon com
mitted distributed transaction Ti in a history if one of Tj 's subtransactions is 
dependent upon one of Ti 's subtransactions. 

Definition 3 In a history, a committed distributed transaction Ti affects com
mitted distributed transaction Tj if the ordered pair (Tj, Ti) is in the transitive 
closure of the dependent upon relation. 

It is clear that the notation "affect" captures both direct and indirect affecting 
relationships. To illustrate, consider the following history over (BI, Gb G2), 
which are assumed to be executed on two sites. Here r means a read, w means 
a write, and c means a commit. 

At site A: HA = rBlA [X]WBlA [x]CBu rGlA [x]rGlA [y]wGlA [Y]CGlA rGu [z]WGu [z]CGu 
At site B: HB = rBIB [U]WBIB [U]CBIB rGIB [V]WGIB [V]CGIB rG2B [V]rG2B [w]WG2B [w]cG2B 
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Based on HA, we find that GIA is dependent upon BIA, so GI is affected 
by BI, and x and y are damaged. We find that G2A is neither dependent upon 
BIA nor GlA. However, this does not ensure that G2 will not be affected by 
BI. Based on HB, we find that G2B is dependent upon GIB (although G2B is 
not dependent upon BIB), so G2 is dependent upon GI. Since GI is dependent 
upon BI, so (G2, BI) is in the transitive closure of the dependent upon relation. 
Therefore, G2 is actually affected by BI and w is damaged. 

3. TUE ALGORITUM 
We use two types of processes to do distributed damage assessment and 

repair (DAR): a Local DAR Manager on each site, and a Local DAR Executor 
on each site. The idea is to do distributed damage assessment and repair through 
local operations. At a site, the Local DAR Executor is responsible for scanning 
the locallog to (a) identify the subtransactions that are affected by a malicious 
transaction and (b) compose the corresponding cleaning subtransactions for 
these subtransactions; the Local DAR Manager is responsible for coordinating 
the DAR process of (only) the distributed transactions that had their coordinators 
at the site and are affected by a malicious transaction. In particular, for each 
such transaction Ti, the Local DAR Manager will create the coordinator for Ti'S 
cleaning transaction, and instruct (only) the Local DAR Executors at the sites 
where Ti'S subordinates were located to assess the damage spread by Ti and to 
repair Ti. Cleaning transactions are executed just like an normal transaction. 

The example described in Section 2 shows that in order to capture every 
transaction affected by a malicious trans action, global coordination among sites 
is necessary, since a transaction affected by a malicious trans action may be 
found unaffected at some of its subordinates ' sites if only local information 
is used. Our algorithm does global coordination by making the Local DAR 
Managers and Executors collaborating with each other. In particular, after B is 
identified, it will be first sent, in parallel, to the Local DAR Managers at the sites 
where B's coordinators were located. These Local DAR Managers then send 
an ASSESS message to ask each of the Local DAR Executors at the sites where 
B's subordinates are located to assess the damage caused by B on their local 
data. The identifier of each affected (sub)transaction found by the Local DAR 
Executors then will be sent, in parallel, to the Local DAR Managers at the sites 
where the coordinators of these affected transactions were located, which will 
then send an ASSESS message to ask each of the Local DAR Executors at the 
sites where the other subordinates of these affected transactions were located 
to assess the damage indirectly caused by B. This kind of interaction between 
Local DAR managers and Executors will be continuously performed until all 
the damage is located. 
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The repair process is relatively simpler. The damage caused by each ma
licious or affected distributed transaction is repaired by a distributed cleaning 
transaction. The Local DAR Managers are responsible for creating the coordi
nators for these cleaning transactions. The Local DAR Executors are respon
sible for composing the cleaning subtransactions that comprise each cleaning 
transaction. It should be noticed that it is not guaranteed that a cleaning sub
transaction will really clean each item it wants to clean. Sometimes, an item 
can be really cleaned after several cleaning subtransactions have updated the 
item. The reason is that cleaning subtransactions are composed only based on 
local information, which may not be complete. 

CIT: array[ItemID] of record /* CIeaned Item Table */ 
cLSN; 

/* the LSN of the record that records the write that damages the item */ 
eLSN; 

/* the LSN of the end record of the log when the item is cleaned */ 
end; 
LF: persistent array[LSN] of record /* Stable Log File */ 

LogRecType: (read, write, abort, commit, prepare, end); 
LogRecContents: array of char; 
AppID: integer; 
TransID: integer; 
CoordinatorID: integer; 
[For commitlabort records] Subordinates: array of integer; 

end; 

Figure 1. Major Data Structures 

3.1. Data Structures 
Our algorithm is based on the transaction log maintained on each site. We 

assume every read (operation) is recorded in a log. Although this is not the case 
for most commercial distributed database systems, [3] shows that (a) in addition 
to logging reads there are several other ways to collect reads such as extracting 
read sets from transaction profiles, and (b) the algorithms based on in-log reads 
can be easily extended to use the reads maintained outside the logs. We assurne 
each log has six types of records, namely, read, write, abort, commit, prepare, 
and end records. The other possible types of records such as savepoints and 
checkpoints are not considered here because they are irrelevant. We assurne 
the log records at each site contain the type (read, prepare, commit, etc.) of 
the record, the identifier of the application, the identifier of the transaction, the 
identifier of the coordinator, the identities of the subordinates in the case of the 
commitlabort records written by the coordinator [16]. 

In addition to logs, our algorithm uses the following data structure: 
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• an Cleaned Item Table (ClT) at each site that contains the items that 
have been 'cleaned' at the site. Each item in this table is tagged with 
two numbers: cLSN, which indicates when the item is damaged, and 
eLSN, which indicates when the item is cleaned. 

These data structures are described in Figure 1. Here ItemI D means the 
identifier of a data item. LSN, means log serial number, a unique number 
associated with each log record. LS N becomes larger as the log grows. 

3.2. Damage Assessment and Repair Under Normal 
Operation 

First, we describe the algorithm without considering failures. The algorithm 
is as folIows. Note that here for c1arity we assurne during the DAR process no 
new malicious transactions will be added to B, although the algorithm can be 
easily extended to support newly identified malicious transactions. 

Algorlthm 1 Distributed On-the-fty Damage Assessment and Repair Algorithm 
Input: B. the logs 
Output: when the DAR process terminates, any prefix Hp of the history including the point where the 
process terminates results in the state that would have been produced by where is Hp with all the 
transactions in B or affected by B removed 
Initiallzation: 
- malre P, apointer, pointed to the header of the log, which is before any log records; 
- assessJist := 0, tO..JJ.ssess := 0, undoJist := 0, tmp_undo..list := 0, dirty_item_set := 
0, tmp_item..set := 0, submitted_item..set := 0; '* See comment A *' 
At the Loeal DAR Manager: 
whileTRUE 

lf an ASSESS message arrives 
lf the trans action (indicated by the message) is in the assessJist 

do nothing; 
lf the transaction is not in the assess..list 

end whlle 

add the identifier of the transaction to the assessJist; 
create a coordinator (process) for the cleaning transaction of the transaction, and inform the 

coordinator the set of subordinates of the transaction; 
lf the ASSESS message is not sent out by a Local DAR Bxecutor 

send an ASSESS message, which contains the identifier of the coordinator process 
and the transaction identifier, in parallel, to (only) the Local DAR Bxecutors at the sites 
where the transaction bad a subordinate; 

otherwlse the ASSESS message is sent out by a Local DAR Bxecutor, denoted Ei 
send an ASSESS message, whicb contains the identifier of the coordinator process 

and the transaction identifier, in parallel, to (only) the Local DAR Bxecutors, except 
for Ei, at the sites where the transaction bad a subordinate; 

send a CLEAN COORDINATOR message, whicb contains the identifier of the coordinator 
process and the transaction identifier, to Ei; '* See comment B *' 

At the Loeal DAR Executor: 
whHeTRUE 

lf a CLEAN COORDINATOR message arrives 
associate the identifier ofthe coordinator with the transaction kept in the undo..list ; 

lf an SUCCESS message (sent from a coordinator of a cleaning transaction) arrives 
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move each item x that has been c1eaned from the dirty_item_set to the C IT table, and 
associate x with the LS N of the current end of the log (namely x .eLS N); 

remove x from the submitted_item_set; 
if an ASSESS message arrives 

if Ibis is the first ASSESS message 
make P pointed to the first log record of the transaction; 

elselr the transaction is not in the undoJist '* See comment C *' 
add the transaction (indicated by the message), together with the coordinator identifier, to 

to..assess; 
if the first log record of the transaction is before the record pointed by P '* See comment D *' 

if the trans action is not in the tmp_undoJist 
make P pointed to the first log record of the transaction; 

else remove the transaction from the tmp_undoJist, and move the items that are written 
by the transaction from the tmp_item_set to the dirty_item_set '* See comment E *' 

if P points to arecord and the termination conditions do not hold '* See comment F *' 
Scan the log entry pointed by P: 

Ir the entry is for a cleaning transaction 
skip it; 

elseif the entry is for a transaction Ti in to_assess 
if the entry is a weite record [Ti, x, V I , V2) 

else 

if x is not in the C IT table 
add x, together with the LSN ofthe weite record (denoted x.cLSN), to 
the dirty_item_set; 

elseifx.eLSN< w.LSN orw.LSN < x.cLSN '* See comment G *' 
add (x, x.cLSN) to the dirty_item_set; 

elseif the entry is a commit record [Ti, commit) 
compose the c1eaning subtransaction for Ti; '* See comment H *' 
send the composed c1eaning subtransaction to its coordinator (the identifier of 
the coordinator can be found in to..assess); 

elseif the entry is of other types 
skip it; 

case the entry is a weite record [Ti, x, VI, V2) 

Ir x is not in the C IT table 
add (x, x.cLSN) to the tmp_item..ret; 

elseif x.eLSN < w.LSN or w.LSN < x.cLSN 
add (x, x.cLSN) to the tmp_item..ret; 

case the entry is a read record [Ti, x) 
if x is in the dirty_item..ret and r.LSN > x.cLSN '* See comment I *' 

add Ti to the tmp..undo_list; 
elseif x is in the CIT table and r.LSN < x.eLSN '* See comment J *' 

add Ti to the tmp..undo_list; 
case the entry is an abort record [Ti, abort) 

delete all the data items of Ti from the tmp_item..ret; 
ir Ti is in the tmp_undoJist, remove it; 

case the entry is a commit record [Ti, commit) 
Ir Ti is in the tmp_undo_list 

move all the items of Ti from the tmp_item..ret to the dirty_item..ret; 
move Ti from the tmp..undo_list to the undo_list; 
send an ASSESS message, which contains the identifier of the transaction, to the 

Local DAR Manager at the site where the coordinator of Ti was located; 
compose the c1eaning subtransaction for Ti; 
send the composed c1eaning subtransaction to its coordinator (the identifier of 
the coordinator can be found in the undoJist); 

eise delete all the items of Ti from the tmp_item..ret; 
case the entry is of other types 

skip it; 
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P=P+l; 
eudwhUe 

At a Cleanlng TransactIon Coordlnator: 
whileTRUE 

If a cleaning subtransaction arrives 
If the cleaning subtransaction is not empty 

send the cleaning subtransaction to its (corresponding) subordinate for execution; 
else 

donothing; 
Ir all the cleaning subtransactions have arrived '* See comment K *' 

exit; 
end "hlle 
run the 2PC protocol to commit the cleaning transaction; 
when the cleaning transaction commits, send a SUCCESS message to each Local DAR Bxecutor 
that submits an un-empty cleaning subtransaction; 

Comments 

83 

A. Inside a Local DAR Manager, the assessJist contains (the identifiers 00 the transactions 
that have been reported to the Local DAR Manager. Inside a LocaI DAR Executor, the 
soomitted_item...set contains the items that are being eleaned but still not cleaned. The 
to..assess contains the set of transactions in B that has a subordinate at the site, and 
the set of innocent transactions that had a subordinate at the site, are affected by B but 
are not identified by the LocaI DAR Executor. The undoJist contains the transactions 
affeeted by B and identified by the Loeal DAR Executor. The tmp_undoJist contains the 
transactions that are found affected but may abort later on. The dirty..item...set contains 
the damaged items. The tmp_item...set eontains the items that eould have been damaged. 
When a Local DAR Executor scans an innocent transaction, it does not know whether or 
not the transaction will commit later on. Even if the transaction reads a damaged item, it 
will cause no damage if it aborts later on. Therefore, we use the tmp_item...set and the 
tmp_undoJist to contain the information about whieh transactions may have caused 
damage, and whieh items may have been damaged. In this way, we need not to re-eolleet 
this information when a transaction commits. 

B. Although Ei does not need the ASSESS message, Ei still needs the identifier of the coordi
nator process to repair the damage eaused by Ti at Ei '5 site. 

C. Ifthe transaction T is in the undoJist, it is aIready found affeeted at the site, and an ASSESS 
message M has already been sent to a Local DAR Manager. The reason that this site still 
receives an ASSESS message for T is because the Local DAR Manager receives another 
ASSESS message for T before M. 

D. Given the transaction is not in the undoJist, if it is not in the tmp_undoJist, it is still not 
found affected at the site. Henee if its first log record is before P, then the LoeaI DAR 
Executor had not assessed the damage eaused by the transaction when it was scanned, 
so we need to rescan the transaction and its following transactions. 

E. Although the transaction is in the tmp_undoJist, sinee the transaction is already added 
to to..assess, the items of the transaction kept in the tmp..item...set will no longer be 
handled. Henee we need to move them now to the dirty..item...set. 

F. Since the aIgorithm aIlows users to eontinuously execute new transactions as the damaged 
items are identified and c1eaned, new transactions ean spread damage ifthey read a dam
aged but still unidentified item. So we face two critica1 questions: (1) Will tbe DAR 
process terminate? (2) If the DAR process terminates, can we detect the termination? 
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Fortunately, [3) has answered these two questions in the eontext of eentralized intru
sion tolerant database systems. Here we give similar answers for distributed systems. 
First, when the damage spreading speed is quicker than the damage repair speed, the 
DAR proeess may never terminate. When the damage repair speed is quicker, the DAR 
process will terminate. Seeond, under the following eonditions we ean ensure that the 
DAR process terminates: (1) the cleaning transaction for every (reported) malicious 
transaction bas been eommitted; (2) at eaeb site, dirty_item_set = 0; (3) at eaeh site, 
tmp_undoJist = 0, and \/x e CIT, x.eLSN < I.LSN. Here, I.LSN denotes the 
LSN of the next log reeord for tbe Local DAR Exeeutor to sean. (4) At eaeb site, the 
Loeal DAR Manager has no ASSESS message to send, and the Loeal DAR Exeeutor 
has no ASSESS message to res pond. Condition 1 ensures that no malieious transaction 
is needed to repair. Condition 2 ensures that every identified damaged item is eleaned. 
Conditions 3 and 4 ensure tbat further seans will not identify any new damage. Please 
refer to [3J for more details about termination deteetion. 

G. w.LSN denotes the LSN of tbe write reeord. If w.LSN > x.eLSN, x is eleaned before 
the write opemtion, therefore, the write damages x again. If w.LSN < x.cLSN, this 
write is before the write tbat bas been cleaned, so this write damages x before the eleaned 
write. So x is not really eleaned (by previous cleaning transactions). 

H. Tbe eomposing algorithm works as folIows: for eaeh item x written by Ti, 

• if x is in the ClT table or the submittedJtem-set, and x.cLSN is larger than 
both the cLS N value of x kept in the clean_item-set (if any) and the cLS N value 
of x kept in the submitted_item..8et (if any), then add no eleaning operation of x 
to the eleaning subtransaction ofTi (beeause x is already to be 'better' cleaned); 

• otherwise, add a write operation, whieb res tores x to its previous value (before 
the write), to the eleaning subtransaction of Ti, and add (x, x.cLSN) to tbe 
submittedJtem-set. 

It should be noticed that under some situations, for example, when Ti at tbe site is read
only, or wben all the items written by Ti have been 'better' eleaned, an empty eleaning 
subtransaction may be eomposed. 

I. r.LSN denotes tbe LSN of tbe read reeord. If r.LSN > x.cLSN, x is read after x is 
damaged. 

J. If r.LSN < x.eLSN, x is still not cleaned when x is read. 

K. Sinee the eoordinator was informed by its Local DAR Manager tbe list of subordinates of the 
transaction to clean, it knows tbe sites from wbieb a eleaning subtransaction is expeeted. 

3.2.1 Analysis of the Aigorithm 
OUf algorithm has the following characteristics: 

Claim 1. An ASSESS message tor transaction T is sent out by a Local Executor 
only ifT is affected by a malicious transaction. 

Claim 2. For each innocent transaction affected by a malicious transaction (in 
B), the Local DAR Executor at every site where the transaction had a subordi
nate will assess and repair the damage caused by the transaction. 
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Claim 3. When the DAR process terminates, every item that is updated by a 
transaction in B or affected by B will be restored to the value before the item is 
damaged. 

Claim 4. If the DAR process terminates, the algorithm can detect the termina
tion. 

Based on these characteristics, the correctness of our algorithm can be spec
ified as follows. 

Theorem 1 Aigorithm 1 is correct in the sense that (a) if the DAR process 
terminates, the algorithm can detect the termination and stop scanning the logs, 
and (b) when the DAR process terminates, any prefix Hp of the history including 
the point where the DAR process terminates resu]ts in the state that would have 
been produced by where is Hp with all the transactions in Bor affected 
by B removed. 

3.3. Damage Assessment and Repair Under Failures and 
System Attacks 

Let us now consider site and communicationfailures. We not only consider 
the failures caused by accidental errors, but also consider the failures caused by 
intentional attacks. In particular, during a DAR process, we assurne a site can 
crash due to errors, we also assurne a site can be attacked to crash. We assurne 
due to errors or attacks, a message can be corrupted, lost (or dropped), faked, 
or replayed. We also assurne a communication link can be broken for a while 
due to errors or attacks. We finally assurne all failed sites ultimately recover, 
and all broken communication links are ultimately reconnected. 

The impact of failures is two folds: First, corrupted, lost, faked, or replayed 
messages among the DAR Managers, the DAR Executors, and the cleaning 
trans action coordinators can cause a transaction to be assessed and repaired 
multiple times, can cause an innocent unaffected trans action to be "repaired" 
(rolled back), and can cause some malicious or affected transactions to stay at 
large. Second, crashed sites or broken communication links can disable some 
message interactions among the DAR Managers. the DAR Executors, and the 
cleaning transaction coordinators. In particular, when a site is unreachable 
during aperiod of time, its DAR Manager cannot receive (send) ASSESS mes
sages from (to) DAR Executors at other sites; its DAR Executor cannot send 
ASSESS messages to DAR Managers at other sites; and its cleaning transaction 
coordinators cannot execute cleaning transactions at other sites. As a result, 
some information about.affected transactions (generated at one site) cannot be 
distributed to other relevant sites in a timely manner, and some damaged items 
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at one site can only be identified (and repaired) after another site becomes 
reachable. 

The algorithm proposed in Section 3.2 can be easily extended to tolerate 
failures. First, our discussion in next section, namely Section 4, indicates that 
standard secure communication techniques such as IPSEC can be used to ensure 
that the messages between a Local DAR Manager and a Local DAR Executor or 
between a Local DAR Executor and a cleaning transaction coordinator will not 
be changed, dropped, faked, or replayed. Second, in order to tolerate failed sites 
and broken communication links, we assurne that at each active site a recovery 
process exists and that it processes all messages from recovery processes at other 
sites and handles all the recovery tasks assigned by the Local DAR Manager and 
the Local DAR Executor. We assurne that cleaning transaction coordinators (at 
each site) use standard distributed database fault tolerance services to execute 
cleaning transactions. 

At an active site, when the Local DAR Manager or the Local DAR Executor 
find that a message cannot be sent out, they will forward the message, together 
with the infonnation about who should receive the message, to the local recovery 
process, then "forget" the message and continue working. It is the responsibility 
of the recovery process to resend these unsuccessful messages when they can be 
sent out. When a site recovers, its recovery process will broadcast (or multicast) 
aRESTART message to all the other recovery processes, which will then send 
out all the messages for the recovered site. 

Since a site may crash at anY point of time, we need to periodically keep 
state infonnation for the DAR components so that they need not restart the 
DAR process from the very beginning when a site recovers. In particular, at 
each site we assurne a message log is kept for each DAR component, including 
the Local DAR Manager, the Local DAR Executor, the local recovery process, 
and the local cleaning transaction coordinators. Whenever a DAR component 
receives a message, the message will be first logged. In addition, we assurne 
each DAR component periodically takes acheckpoint of its current state. When 
a message for a DAR component is logged, the message is tagged with the latest 
checkpoint taken by the component. In this way, when a site recovers, each DAR 
component, starting from its latest checkpoint, knows exactly which messages 
should be reprocessed. Moreover, when a message for the Executor is logged, 
it will also be tagged with the LSN of the log record that is currently scanned. 
In this way, the Executor can synchronize messages and scan operations. 

The above method can ensure that every message will be processed, but it 
can neither ensure that every message will be received only once nor ensure that 
messages will be received in their original (sending-out) orders. Fortunately, 
we can use the message log kept for each DAR component to filter off the 
messages that had been received. Moreover, our algorithm can tolerate mis
ordered messages. For each cleaning trans action coordinator, the arriving order 
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of cleaning subtransactions does not matter. For each DAR Manager, if two 
ASSESS messages do not arrive in the original order, they will be processed 
in the wrong order. As a result, at a site even if Ti is dependent upon Tj' the 
Local DAR Executor could receive the ASSESS message for Ti before that for 
Tj (Note that this can happen even if each Local DAR Manager and Local DAR 
Executor receives ASSESS messages in their original orders). Fortunately, the 
correctness of our Executor algorithm, which is based on the (absolute) time 
order indicated by log records, is not affected by the order of arriving messages. 

Since our DAR system is basically nondeterministic (See that a Local DAR 
Executor could do different things after receiving an ASSESS message and 
before receiving another ASSESS message), distributed fault tolerance tech
niques for deterministic systems such as message logging cannot be directly 
used [7, 20, 2]. Our approach, which can be viewed as a pessimistic message 
logging approach tailored based on the semantics of DAR processes, is simple, 
does not need global coordination, and can tolerate nondeterministic events. 

4. PERFORMANCE ISSUES 

Providing intrusion tolerance usually will affect the system performance. 
Therefore, a tradeoff between performance and intrusion tolerance should be 
(and has to be) made in most intrusion tolerant systems. Fortunately, our 
algorithm typically has very little impact on the performance of distributed 
trans action processing. The DAR components are completely separated from 
transaction processing components. In most cases when only few transactions 
are malicious the number of transactions affected by a malicious trans action is 
very small compared with the total number of transactions. We have done some 
performance study in centralized intrusion tolerant database systems using sim
ulated data [12], the results show that on average only 2.72% transactions are 
affected by a malicious transaction. Although executing cleaning transactions 
makes the system busier, the number of cleaning transactions is typically very 
sm all compared with the total number of user transactions, and the Damage 
Confinement Manager can help prevent cleaning transactions from confticting 
with user transactions. Our performance study in centralized intrusion tolerant 
database systems shows that on average only 0.32% items are damaged [12]. 
Although the DAR messages make the network busier, the number of DAR 
messages is typically very small compared with the number of transaction pro
cessing messages. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have analyzed the problem of and proposed an efficient completely
distributed algorithm for damage assessment and repair in secure and resilient 
distributed database systems. We believe we have accomplished an impor-
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tant step towards providing "data integrity" guarantees to arbitrary distributed 
database applications in face of attacks. 
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